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Natural Selection: ”the gradual process by which heritable biological 
traits become either more or less common in a population as a function 
of the effect of inherited traits on the differential reproductive success of 
organisms interacting with their environment”

Genetic drift: a random change in allelic frequency over time and 
appreciate this as being a key mechanism of evolutionary change.

Gene flow is the intermingling of separate traits among similar, 
but distinct, populations. This increase occurs because individuals 
from other populations will bring in alleles that would otherwise be 
absent or rare (may be even lost) from the population that is being 
observed. In other words, gene flow adds variety to the gene pool.

Mutations: localized changes in the DNA blueprint that may or may not 
change the phenotypic characteristics, ultimately providing small 
changes in genes /alleles  -see Genetic Drift
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Variation in Speciation Rates.

Adaptive radiation is a rapid increase in the number of species 
with a common ancestor, characterized by great ecological and 
morphological diversity. The driving force behind it is the adaptation of 
organisms to new ecological contexts.



Species need not be very different and may differ in relatively few genes.

Hawaiian Fruit Flies

Variation in Speciation Rates.
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“Darth Vader” Horse Shoe Crab… circa 145 million years ago

Variation in Speciation Rates.



Behaviour may influence speciation rates


Populations of land snails may be separated by barriers as narrow as city streets, which -for 
the common garden snail- can be quite impressive barriers. Animals with complex behavior 
may speciate at a high rate because of choices of mates. Indeed, mate selection is probably 
a major contributor to rapid evolution as a consequence of reproductive isolation between 
species. Moreover. extremes of sexual selection: complex mating rituals, for example, may 
differentiate potential partners...parapatric speciation perhaps? 

Population bottlenecks: the significant alteration in the gene pool, resulting form a 
"bottlenecks" or "founder-effects" change, may result in new adaptive changes (within the 
population) that result in more rapid speciation.


Environmental changes: may trigger high speciation rates. A climatic change in Africa from 
warm/wet to more rapid oscillations between warm/wet and cooler/drier conditions may result in 
a burst of changes.


Evolutionary lineages may also radiate when they acquire a new adaptations that enable them 
to use the environment in a new way.


e.g. Stronger gaping muscles in some species of American blackbirds allow them to turn over 
objects on the ground where prey may be hiding.  With the adaptation of "gaping", blackbirds 
have come to occupy nearly all habitat types in North and South America.
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Dinosaur and Bird Phylogeny (1 of 2)

Split indicates the division in a  
population forming 2 species   

The temporal position of the branch  
points denotes the order 

 in which the population split 

Time  







Time  

1928 19981953





“Operational Taxonomic Unit”  … OTU







Using Molecular Data to Build Phylogenetic 
Trees (1 of 2)







The Mouse Trap





Convergent Evolution



Fundamentals of Eye evolution





Batesian Mimicry



Rough Skinned Newt

Grass Snake



Toxic Newts… escalating “arms race”



b) Births and Deaths: Births, deaths, immigration, and emigration drive changes in 
population density and distribution.

a) population density (Individuals in a population may have uniform, random, 
or clumped distributions) 

Number = N0 + Births - Deaths + Immigrants + Emmigrants

c) Age distribution (into “cohorts”) within a population, which reveals the recent 
history of births and deaths.  

Population Variables

Gene Flow

Timing of these events may influence age distributions for many years



u-s-population-is-growing-older/

https://www.prb.org/resources/u-s-population-is-growing-older/
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Kenya’s Age and demographics  ~ 2011

UK’s Age and demographics  ~ 2018
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Survivorship





Survivorship



Theoretical Population Growth 

-with No limitations.






